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SEMINARS
Half day - 4 hour session with 

one 15 min break
Full day - 8 hour session with 
30 min lunch & two 15 min breaks 

Keynote Address
60 - 75 minute session on a 
topic relevant to your event

 

One Hour Workshop
60 minute session with one 
application exercise + Q&A

 

Offerings / Deliverables

“authentically connects, engages & inspires”                                 
~Gregory Palmer, DTM, Toastmasters District 14 Director

“jovial & dynamic teachings”             
 ~Gwendolyn Mason, Exec Director, The Stewart Foundation

“eloquent & creatively clear”  
~Margaret Sowemimo, Co-Founder, Harvestland ICC 

“transformationally thought provoking”“transformationally thought provoking”   
~Tyrone Poole, Founder, Tyrone Poole 38 Foundation a 
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Gwendolyn E. V. Monroe [aka: meyjermom 
(major-mom)] speaks from a ‘wisdom well’ sourced 
by practical contact with and observation of facts 
and/or events from serving 21 years in the US 
Army where she retired honorably as and retains 
the rank of Major; 36 years of marriage; 33+ yrs 
of parenthood and 55+ years of life lessons. She 
has a passionate desire to see others walk in has a passionate desire to see others walk in 
their purpose and makes the time to help them 
‘edit’ their lives so as to embrace F.E.A.R. out.   
She is a renaissance woman who daily fuels by 
her life's mantra: 

"Living my full potential ... to die empty" 

B
IO  R U Hungry 4 FREE-dom?

Knowing your purpose is paramount 
to walking in complete freedom! 
Realize your ‘WHY’ and live your full 
potential as you embrace the F.E.A.R. 
‘out of’ your life...to get ‘out of’ 
that R.U.that R.U.T.
                  

  The Influencial You! 
Increase your impact for personal and 
organizational success despite your 
vocation or aspirations. Discover 
insightful ways to interact 
more positivelmore positively.
                    

  Leadership Gold 101
Smart leaders learn from their Smart leaders learn from their 
mistakes...even smarter ones learn 
from the mistakes of others. Acquiring 
leadership insight is much like mining 
for gold. One can’t get the nuggets
without taking the risks!

Ready...   Set...   Let’s Grow!
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@askmeyjermom@meyjermom@meyjermomGwendolyn E. V. Monroe

687.753.4936genuwengems.com 
info@genuwengems.com | ask@meyjermom.com 

https://speakerhub.com/speaker/gwendolyn-e-v-monroe

“ She has excellent 
delivery with a life 
changing impact!”
               ~J. Langston, Founder,
                         Father’s Heart 

...a retired Vietnam veteran 
who is passionately ‘editing 
life’ to assist others in 
attaining and sustaining 
freedom as a lifestyle.
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Transformational Speaker/Coach


